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The professionals who develop a 
system often lose track of what it is like 
for a user, especially a non-expert, to 
actually use it.  

Good user interface (UI) design is 
about regaining that perspective 
and creating journeys that are easy, 
efficient and enjoyable.

1.1

01
PUT YOUSELF IN THE USER’S SHOES
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Head of User Experience:

Luke Brason
+44 (0)1442 829427
luke.brason@grg.com

UX and UI Design:

Justin Farquhar
+44 (0)1442 829431
justin.farquhar@grg.com

Copywriting:

Annette Yates
+44 (0)1442 829378
annette.yates@grg.com

2.1

When you are designing a new module for I.DMS, the 
Creative team is on hand to help with information 
architecture, user interface design or any other aspect of 
the user experience. Pick up the phone and talk to us!

02
WE’RE HERE TO HELP

mailto:luke.brason@grg.com
mailto:justin.farquhar@grg.com
mailto:annette.yates@grg.com
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03
INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE

Lead them by the hand to 
their chosen goal...
Put the user’s goals first - make 
the task and system feel as 
simple as possible, minimising 
and organising information and 
options according to logic and 
priority.

...giving them what they 
need, when they need it...
When there are various options 
for the user to choose from, 
signpost them as clearly as 
possible. When the user is in 
the middle of a task, make 
the required steps clear with 
good visual design. Organise 
information on the page 
(including copy, visual cues 

and interactive objects such 
as buttons) into hierarchies of 
importance and priorities for 
action.

On an information page, 
introduce the topic, expand 
it, then (if required) include 
links to further detail or related 
content.

On an action page, give an 
overview of what the page is for 
and all information necessary 
for the user to complete the 
action (including instructions). 
If you think the user will need 
additional information you can 
include it on separate pages 
or documents. Try to keep any 

extra pages to a minimum.

...in digestible chunks...
Break processes into small, 
logical steps. Let them know 
where they are and save their 
progress if possible.

...but don’t hold them back
Help advanced users 
with shortcuts and other 
‘accelerators’.
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04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN

4.1

Your design should organise the 
user interface to be meaningful 
and useful, based on clear, 
consistent models that are 
obvious and recognisable 
to users. Put related things 
together and separate 
unrelated things. Differentiate 
dissimilar things and make 
similar things resemble one 
another. 

Structure
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A good design makes common 
tasks easy, communicating 
clearly and simply in the user’s 
own language, and providing 
useful shortcuts.

If a design is busy, with many 
elements shouting for attention, 
the user will probably be unsure 
what to do or read first. 

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Simplicity
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Good designs don’t overwhelm 
users with alternatives or 
confuse them with unneeded 
information. 

Your design should make all 
options and materials needed 
for a task visible, without 
distracting the user with 
unnecessary information. 

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Visibility
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Keep users informed of changes 
to the system state that 
concern them, for example, that 
submitted information is being 
processed, or that there has 
been an error. Give the user 
information that is relevant to 
them, using clear, concise, and 
unambiguous language.

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Feedback
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The design should be flexible 
and tolerant, allowing undoing 
and redoing, and permitting 
varied inputs and sequences, 
and interpreting all reasonable 
actions.

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Tolerance
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The design should reuse internal 
and external components 
and behaviours, maintaining 
consistency and reducing the 
need for users to rethink and 
remember.

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Reuse
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Elements which are close 
together and have a similar 
appearance may be said to 
show unity. Use this to suggest 
associated content and 
functionality.  

Variety in appearance and 
position, on the other hand, 
should be used to show that 
elements are less closely 
related.

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Unity vs variety
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Hierarchy is the established 
order of elements viewed. 
Hierarchy is indicated by 
the visual dominance of 
elements. Factors affecting this 
include location, colour, size, 
brightness, contrast, container 
style and the use of icons or 
other images.When building 
a page, give each element a 
weight: primary, secondary or 
tertiary and give a style and 
location accordingly.

Information and calls to action 
that are important to the user 
(and/or the business) should 
be high in the hierarchy. Things 
that are supportive and less 
important should be lower in the 
hierarchy. 

04
PRINCIPLES OF UI DESIGN - continued

Hierarchy and dominance
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05
INTERFACE COPY

5.1

Make your words work for you – 
they are part of the user 
experience too.
 
 
Write for the audience
 
This means avoiding jargon, 
keeping things clear and 
simple. 

Use standard industry terms by 
all means, but only if you can 
be 100% sure that everyone 
using the site will know what 
they mean. 

Write as if you were talking to 
someone directly, face to face.

Be consistent
 
For example, is it My Profile 
orYour Profile? Use the same 
terminology in your navigation 
as in your body copy.

Consistency should be 
maintained across the entire 
site, not just page by page.

Keep it brief
 
Short lines are easier to read 
than long ones (that’s why 
newspapers are written in 
columns). And bullet points are 
easier to read than paragraphs.

Make it fit for purpose
 
While SEO isn’t a priority for 
I.DMS tools, it’s still important 
to use relevant terms that users 
will quickly recognise. 

Button and nav text needs to be 
brief and obvious – avoid words 
that can be read more than one 
way, such as ‘live’ or ‘lead’.
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05
INTERFACE COPY - continued

5.2

Give your writing an instant 
facelift, and avoid some 
common pitfalls.
 
 
Login or log in?
 
• To log in is to perform the act 

of, er, logging in
• Login or log-in is what you use 

to log in

The first is a verb; the second 
is a noun. So you may well find 
yourself using both on the same 
page.

Punctuation
 
• Feel free to use contractions 

(you’ll, we’ll, it’s) for natural-
sounding copy

• Exclamation marks are fine as 
long as they are used sparingly

• Don’t underline copy unless 
you need to indicate a link that 
way

• Never use ampersands (&) 
in body copy – strictly for 
headlines or as part of a brand 
name (such as Meetings & 
Events, M&S) only

• And never, ever use a colon 
and a dash together!

Banish those Rogue Capitals
 
• Use capital letters for 

proper names only, such as 
hotel names, locations and 
products/brands

• Use sentence case (just the 
first word capitalised) or all 
capitals for titles

Use contemporary styling
 
• Leave out the ordinals when 

writing dates (23
rd
 January 

becomes 23 January)
• Be direct and conversational 

in your tone – there’s no 
need to be over-formal

• You don’t need to use full 
stops after bullet points and 
abbreviations (such as USA, 
UK)
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Page Structure

PRIMARY NAVIGATION
New icons should use a style that’s consistent 
with those already in use. 
Style - 12 x 12 px, #464646 with #242424 
shadows

BREADCRUMB
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#breadcrumb

PAGE TABS
Use sub-links in the primary navigation for 
additional pages. Where a single page requires 
multiple tabs, use the following style: 
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#secondaryNavigation

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE

I.DMS uses the gebo 
theme. Page elements 
should use default existing 
styles for this theme 
wherever possible. Be sure 
to refer to the theme site 
when building new pages.

On the next few pages are 
descriptions of most of the 
elements used on I.DMS 
along with links to examples 
on a library of styled page 
elements for I.DMS. In most 
cases this is consistent with 
the default Gebo theme. 
Where it isn’t, the library 
supercedes the theme site.

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#breadcrumb
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#secondaryNavigation
http://gebo-admin.tzdthemes.com/index.php?uid=1&page=dashboard
http://gebo-admin.tzdthemes.com/index.php?uid=1&page=dashboard
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html
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Text styles

PAGE HEADER
The menu item and the page header text should be the same.
Style - ‘PT Sans’, sans-serif; Size: 18px; Colour: #343434
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#pageTitle

BODY COPY
Style - ‘Helvetica Neue’, Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; Size: 13px; Colour: #343434
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#bodyText

INLINE LINKS
Style - Colour: #0088cc; Decoration: none
Over state
Style - Colour: #005580; Decoration: underline
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#inlineLink

FEEDBACK ALERT
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#feedbackAlert

ERROR ALERT
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#errorAlert

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#pageTitle
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#bodyText
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#inlineLink
http://dmslibrary.grg.com#feedbackAlert
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#errorAlert
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Buttons
All buttons should be surrounded by a protected 
area of at least 8 pixels of white space.

PRIMARY BUTTON
Primary buttons should be used where there is a 
clear call to action. Do not use any other shades of 
blue, or any other colour.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#primaryButton

SECONDARY BUTTON
Most buttons are secondary buttons. These should 
be used for supplementary content, secondary  
functionality and actions that take the user away 
from the primary user journey.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#secondaryButton

EXPORT BUTTON
The Export function is performed with a unique 
button. The button label should use the following 
format: “Export [Item Type]”.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#exportButton

ADD BUTTON
The Add button should define what it is that is being 
added, using the following format: “Add [Item 
Type]”.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#addButton

ACTION BUTTON
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#actionButton

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#primaryButton
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#secondaryButton
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#exportButton
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#addButton
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#actionButton
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Tables

TABLE
Tables should use the default 
blue gebo table style with 
alternating grey/white rows. 
Status should be indicated by 
a round coloured indicator 
within a ‘Status’ column. Table 
navigation should follow the 
standard style shown and 
include First/last options as 
well as Previous/Next.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#table

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

UPDATED

DESIGN

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#table
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Forms

FORM SECTION
Forms are divided into easy-to-digest sections of 
related content that flow in a logical and intuitive 
order. If a form is the primary content on a page, then 
the ‘Submit’ button is a Primary Button, appearing at 
the bottom of the form, outside of any sections.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#formSection

FORM LAYER
When it is necessary for a form to be hidden and only 
appear when, for example, a button is clicked, use a 
Form Layer.  When visible the page ‘behind’ should be 
inactive an obscured by a layer of black at 50% 
opacity.
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#formLayer

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

UPDATED

DESIGN

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#formSection
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#formLayer
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Forms (continued)

TEXT FIELD
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#textField

DATE PICKER
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#datePicker

DROP DOWN
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#dropDown

DATA LIST
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#dataList

FILTER PANEL
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#filterPanel

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

UPDATED

DESIGN

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#textField
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#datePicker
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#dropDown
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#dataList
http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#filterPanel
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Other Interactive elements

CURSORS
Cursors should be used in a standard way. The ‘Hand’ 
cursor should only be used for elements which are 
themselves interactive, NOT for sections with 
interactive elements, for example.

DRAG AND DROP
Use Selectable List instead (below).

SELECTABLE LIST
Ref: dmslibrary.grg.com#selectableList

06
I.DMS STYLEGUIDE - continued

http://dmslibrary.grg.com/index.html#selectableList

